
AUTUMN-WINTER  2019 /  2020

LOOKBOOK

Get inspired by trendy patterns and colours!



2019 /  2020TRENDS  autumn-winter

Trendy items may seem hard to incorpora-
te in your wardrobe without breaking your 
bank. Seasonal trends usually consist of  
colours and patterns, sometimes speci-
fic types of textiles are included, e.g. fur or 
fleece. Trendy elements can easily be styled 
with timeless pieces, or they can be used 
to create an entire look out of them. It is 
worth remembering that trends are only  
guidelines, not strict rules. You can interpret 
them however you like and mix and match 
them. 

Similar to fashion, trends in home decor are 
also loose guidelines. 

CLICK AND CHECK

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/christmas-new-year-tartan-pattern-scottish-cage-284944914


Hot trends
In autumn-winter 2019/20 season there are five leading patterns: 
plaid, floral prints, animal prints, stripes and patchwork. More 
often than not, prints occur in trendy colours of the season.

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/animal-leopard-skin-seamless-pattern-285891121
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/ethnic-boho-seamless-pattern-embroidery-on-fabric-patchwork-texture-weaving-traditional-ornament-tribal-pattern-folk-motif-can-be-used-for-wallpaper-textile-invitation-card-wrapping-web-pag-265418964
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/brown-texture-23806145
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/floral-seamless-pattern-with-watercolor-peonies-and-tulips-190378218
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/seamless-ink-brush-strokes-pattern-191228564


Unequivocal favourite of the season is plaid. It can appear in any 
shape and fashion and range from small houndstooth to impressive 
tartan. 

A lot of inspiration is drawn from spring, that is why floral prints 
are the next big hit of the season. Patterns appear in many  
different versions, from the smallest little flowers, looking like  
blooming meadow, to bigger scale pattern, almost overwhelming 
the fabric. 

As gladly as we reach for flo-
wers this autumn, we also do  
reach for animal prints. Not only  
in grounded in reality variations,  
but also more abstract ones in  
trendy colours of the season. 

Stripes also found their new tren-
dy variant. This time in more  
subtle edition. Thin vertical or  
diagonal stripes look best on  
darker more muted colours. 

TREND REVIEWStylish patterns

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/green-and-silver-seamless-pattern-horizontal-stripes-repeating-pattern-design-246669538


All tradition lovers will be  
happy to hear that a classic  
handmade technique has its 
come back this season, even 
in works from biggest fashion  
designers. Patchwork links 
together colour blocks and  
patterns, both in more muted 
and vibrant  colours.

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/search?q=145232575&source=user&commit=


STYLISH COLOURSBronze and beige

Beige and bronze is a must in trendy accents for autumn and 
winter. It will warm an entire look, and create a cohesive combo, 
even if you mix together a variety of different shades. Coffee 
with milk, dark chocolate, chestnut - you can easily find some-
thing suitable for your wardrobe.

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/brown-texture-23806145
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/-108528405
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/search?q=145232575&source=user&commit=
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/seamless-vector-floral-pattern-67594285
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/background-with-brown-diagonal-stripes-trendy-style-pattern-wallpaper-209581334


Bottle green this season can be found in almost every varia-
tion - available in a variety of shades, can be also spotted as  
a background to many floral prints. It can completely dominate 
in your look or just be an accessory. 

STYLISH COLOURSBottle green

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/floral-seamless-pattern-with-watercolor-peonies-and-tulips-190378218
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/green-and-silver-seamless-pattern-horizontal-stripes-repeating-pattern-design-246669538
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/abstract-geometric-seamless-pattern-with-animal-print-trendy-hand-drawn-textures-195313517
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/seamless-pattern-vintage-decorative-elements-hand-drawn-background-islam-arabic-indian-ottoman-motifs-perfect-for-printing-on-fabric-or-paper-164440267
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/argyle-vector-pattern-dark-green-with-thin-slim-golden-dotted-line-seamless-vivid-geometric-background-for-fabric-textile-men-clothing-wrapping-paper-backdrop-little-gentleman-party-invite-card-233464107


STYLISH COLOURSYel low

When there is not enough sun outside, it is time to add it to 
your looks. Yellow is the ideal colour to brighten an liven up any 
outfit, and you do not need very much of it to create a stunning 
effect. A small addition to overall muted look is just enough.

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/seamless-patchwork-pattern-vector-geometrical-background-with-floral-elements-doodles-simple-ornaments-strokes-harlequin-wallpaper-277882741
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/animal-leopard-skin-seamless-pattern-285891121
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/yellow-black-and-white-tartan-plaid-pattern-flannel-textile-pattern-seamless-background-274896449
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/yellow-peonies-daisies-herbs-and-leaves-seamless-pattern-on-light-brown-background-229601401
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/abstract-vector-striped-seamless-pattern-with-colored-stripes-122890117


From blood-red to more of an orange toned, to cool red and 
even burgundy. Red never goes out of style. Ideal for a total 
look, but for the less brave can be incorporated in an accessory. 

STYLISH COLOURSRed

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/concept-patchwork-xmas-design-for-header-banner-card-poster-invitation-seamless-winter-christmas-geometry-pattern-186093405
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/seamless-pattern-with-poppy-peonies-or-roses-flowers-213386329
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/seamless-ink-brush-strokes-pattern-191228564
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/christmas-new-year-tartan-pattern-scottish-cage-284944914
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/seamless-watercolour-abstract-spots-and-dots-red-pattern-for-fabric-wrapping-textile-craft-214790353


STYLISH COLOURSPurple

Every version of purple is in this autumn. From pastels to deep 
purple. Pastel colours will create light and airy looks, whereas 
deeper more vibrant tones will create a luxurious feel of an out-
fit. 

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/ethnic-boho-seamless-pattern-embroidery-on-fabric-patchwork-texture-weaving-traditional-ornament-tribal-pattern-folk-motif-can-be-used-for-wallpaper-textile-invitation-card-wrapping-web-pag-265418964
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/bauhaus-seamless-pattern-274393579
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/tartan-seamless-plaid-pattern-illustration-in-dark-blue-violet-and-white-combination-288176609
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/abstract-trendy-leopard-skin-seamless-pattern-design-278067786
https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/vector-floral-seamless-pattern-with-hand-drawn-gladiolus-flowers-lilies-and-roses-in-vintage-style-183100973


WHO WE ARE?Who we are?

CottonBee is a fabric printing company. We print digital-
ly on natural woven and knitted fabrics made out of cotton  
fibres. You can choose a pattern from our catalogue or design your own 
project. 
 
At CottonBee you can order as many materials, as you need! Price  
is not influenced by the size of the printed area. Our printing  
technology is ecological, ensures vibrant colour and stunning  
quality. Orders take 5 workdays to fulfill. If you have any doubts start  
with ordering swatch book or sample with a chosen pattern. 

https://ctnbee.com/en/fabric/creative-seamless-pattern-artistic-universal-background-hand-drawn-textures-design-for-poster-card-invitation-header-cover-placard-brochure-flyer-and-more-142407810


ctnbee.com

hello@ctnbee.com

+48 516 278 821

fb.com/CottonBeeFabrics

@cottonbee_fabrics

CottonBee  

https://ctnbee.com/pl
http://fb.com/CottonBeePolska
https://www.instagram.com/cottonbee_fabrics/

